

Host John A says:
******* Begin Pharaoh Mission********  
          " The People of Forever"

Host CEO Starks says:
:: In main Engineering, Deck 2, going over EMH sub-processors ::

TO Ryan says:
::Sitting at TAC, scanning for enemies, and thinking about the upcoming mission::

FCO Horn says:
::on post and on course::

CNS Solok says:
::Getting supplies together as the CMO gets the sickbay ready in the other room.::

Host CO Fowler says:
::In the RR reading reports::

CSO Ikari says:
::sitting at OPS, routing SCI controls::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh closes to within an hour of the planet.

FCO Horn says:
CO: ETA to planet is 1 hour

OPS Stidd says:
@::On the planet::

Host CO Fowler says:
*FCO*: Thank you. 

TO Ryan says:
CO: May I prepare an Away-Team to recover Mr. Stidd?

Host CEO Starks says:
:: re-writing corrupted code on the EMH personality sub-routine:: Self: man doc, you get more of a bug up your photonic butt every time we turn you on.

CNS Solok says:
::Puts the Medi-paks down and looks around::

Host CO Fowler says:
*TO*: Yes have a security team standing by

TO Ryan says:
::Sets the console for computer control, and heads for the Security Room::

Host John A says:
ACTION: A Broken message is received from another ship saying it is withdrawing from a Romulan attack

Host CO Fowler says:
::Gets up from the desk and goes to the bridge::

CSO Ikari says:
::notices CO enter:: CO: Captain, I've picked up a message.

TO Ryan says:
::Gets three CPOs, briefs them on the mission, and arms them with phaser rifles::

Host CO Fowler says:
::Moves over to Ike:: CSO: Let's hear it, Ike

CSO Ikari says:
::plays the crackled message::

TO Ryan says:
CPO:  I want you three in the TR when we reach the planet, ready to transport

TO Ryan says:
<CPOs>::Nods::

Host CEO Starks says:
:: closes editing program and saves work:: Self: that should hold up for medical triage I'll have to go in deep back at 1138 to get the rest of that stick out of your....::stops mid sentence while noticing security passing the engine pit:: Self: looks like we're almost there I'd guess

CNS Solok says:
::hears a thump and goes to the other room where the Doctor is lying, unconscious:: *Comm *: CO: The Doctor is unconscious. I am Monitoring her condition.

Host CEO Starks says:
PO: Lantz you have the pit I'll be on the bridge

CSO Ikari says:
CO: Sensors show a warp signature of a Romulan vessel, but it is no longer on sensors.

Host CEO Starks says:
::climbs ladder to Deck one::

TO Ryan says:
::Returns to the Bridge, until we reach the planet::

Host CO Fowler says:
*CNS*: ok, but keep an eye on her. Let me know if she doens' come to soon

Host CEO Starks says:
:: enters main Bridge and takes the ENG station ::

TO Ryan says:
CO: My away team is ready at your command, ma’am.

CNS Solok says:
*CO*: Aye. ::Lifts her to a bio-bed and begins readings::

Host CO Fowler says:
CSO: Keep scanning. I don't want to be surprised

FCO Horn says:
CO: the computer is programming itself for evasive maneuvers

Host CO Fowler says:
::Looks at Ryan and nods::

FCO Horn says:
CO: trying to locate the source now

TO Ryan says:
::Readjusts the phaser rifle strap on his suit, then sits down at TAC again::

CSO Ikari says:
CO: I've found the USS Crazyhorse on LRS.  They sent that message, shall I hail them ma'am?

Host CO Fowler says:
FCO: Its doing what .... ::Moves over to the FCOs station::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The main Computer begins running programs by itself

TO Ryan says:
::Tries to access his console::

FCO Horn says:
::fingers flying across panel to find source of programming::

Host CO Fowler says:
::Over her shoulder:: CSO: Yes, Ike. Ask them for any updates 

Host CEO Starks says:
::sees the computer's actions on the ENG panel.. self: The hell....

TO Ryan says:
CO: Ma'am, the computer is running programming routines by itself sit... very strange

CSO Ikari says:
::taps on console, sending the hail to the Crazyhorse::

CNS Solok says:
::Reads the panel above the bed, noting that she is merely exhausted.:: *CO*: Captain, the CMO is suffering from exhaustion.

Host CEO Starks says:
CO: nothing serious Captain...::whispers:: but definitely creepy

Host CO Fowler says:
*CNS*: How is she other than that?

CNS Solok says:
*CO*: I am not in medical but I see no other problems. Readings are odd though. Possibly due to her crossbreeding.

Host John A says:
ACTION: The ship rolls into a Z- dive, then fires a full salvo into open space

Host CO Fowler says:
CEO: Keep on it, Jimmy. Don't let it get out of hand

FCO Horn says:
::fingers moving quickly to re-adjust course::

Host CEO Starks says:
::rocks with ship:: ALL: what the hell was that!?

Host CEO Starks says:
::runs a full computer diagnostic::

CSO Ikari says:
::spins around to CTO:: CTO: Did we fire???

Host CO Fowler says:
FCO: What happened, Mister

FCO Horn says:
CO: the ship just did a dive for no apparent reason. I am still trying to nail down the problem

TO Ryan says:
ALL: What the... the ship fired itself...

CNS Solok says:
::Feels a shudder through the hull:: Self: What?!?

Host John A says:
ACTION: An explosion appears where the weapons fired

Host CO Fowler says:
FCO/CEO: This isn't the time for the ship to get a mind of its own. Find the problem and fix it

TO Ryan says:
::Begins to rapidly tap at his console, then looks at the explosion...:: ALL: What the...

Host CEO Starks says:
CO: Explosion off the dorsal bow!

CSO Ikari says:
CO: The weapons have detonated ma'am.  Scanning area of impact...

Host CO Fowler says:
*CNS*: Keep an eye on the Dr. for now. Fowler out

Host CEO Starks says:
CSO: it wouldn't have detonated unless it hit something

FCO Horn says:
CO: can't seem to re-gain control, but i am trying

Host CO Fowler says:
CSO: Can you identify?

CNS Solok says:
::Sees the CMO Awaken. Goes to her:: T'Ryl?

FCO Horn says:
CO: permission to come to a full stop?

TO Ryan says:
::Tries to put a lockdown on the torpedoes, to stop from anymore "surprises"::

CSO Ikari says:
CO: Well, there used to be a ship there, Romulan in origin.

Host CO Fowler says:
FCO: Full stop

Host John A says:
ACTION: Another Romulan appears and moves into attack position...

TO Ryan says:
CO: Romulan on the Port Bow!

FCO Horn says:
::hits keys and ship comes to full stop:: all: big sigh

CMO T`Ryl says:
CNS: Solok what happened? ::looks around dazed::

Tomure says:
::Steps forward from the rear of the bridge Looking exactly like Stidd, except for electric blue eyes:: CO: Aren’t you going to thank me Nancy?

Host CO Fowler says:
All: We need to know what made the ship go of on its own. And we need to......

Host John A says:
ACTION: The ship lurches but doesn't stop

Host CEO Starks says:
COM: Intruder alert!

Host CO Fowler says:
::Sees what looks like Stidd, but obviously isn't::

FCO Horn says:
::tries every trick he knows to kill the engines::

CNS Solok says:
CMO: You passed out. You are suffering from exhaustion. ::Taps his Comm badge:: *CO*: CNS to bridge. The CMO is awake.

Host CO Fowler says:
Tomure: Thank you for what?

TO Ryan says:
CO: There’s a Romulan on the Port Bow!

Host CEO Starks says:
FCO: Don’t kill them yet we'll need them in a fire fight

CMO T`Ryl says:
::feels the ship sway:: CNS: what is going on?

Host CO Fowler says:
Tomure: And how did you get on my bridge?

FCO Horn says:
::doesn't kill engines::

Host CO Fowler says:
FCO: Evasive maneuvers

CNS Solok says:
CMO: I do not know. I believe we are under attack.

Tomure says:
CO: Does my appearance startle you then let me change it.:: Becomes the image of Andy Terrance:: CO: for saving your hide is all!

FCO Horn says:
::takes ship and performs evasive maneuvers::

TO Ryan says:
::Swings around at Tomure with his phaser rifle for the away mission, but does not fire::

Host CEO Starks says:
::stands and eyes widen at the transformation of the being on the bridge ::

Host CO Fowler says:
::Sees the figure change shape:: 

CMO T`Ryl says:
::Gets up:: CNS: then we better get things finished around here we may have company

TO Ryan says:
CO: Ready for orders sir!

CSO Ikari says:
::stares at Tomure, motionless::

Host CO Fowler says:
Tomure: That was you? ::Indicating the odd happenings::

CNS Solok says:
::Puts a hand on her shoulder:: You need rest T'Ryl.

TO Ryan says:
::Holds up his phaser rifle::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Romulan ship fires a barrage of Disrupter that rock the little ship

Tomure says:
CTO: Put the toy down before you hurt yourself. All: I am Tomure, a friend of Stidds.

Host CO Fowler says:
TO: Stand by. And put that away ::Glancing at the phaser::

TO Ryan says:
::sighs, but obeys::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::goes back to work getting all the Medical supplies ready:: CNS: I have told you before my first duty is to this ship & any wounded

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Romulan swings around for another pass...

Host CO Fowler says:
::Grabs hole of the big chair to steady herself::

Host CEO Starks says:
:: double checks computer diagnostic.. sure enough there IS NO malfunction.. the commands were imputed in some direct manor::

FCO Horn says:
CO: the Romulan ship is still behind us ::performs maneuvers that gives the ship the best protection::

CNS Solok says:
::Sighs:: CMO: Very well, what shall I do? ::Looks at her:: We will speak of this later.

TO Ryan says:
CO: Orders SIR!!

CMO T`Ryl says:
::Taps Comm Badge:: *CO*: the Medical Supplies are  ready, & I apologize for my lapse

TO Ryan says:
::Readies weapons, for orders::

Host CO Fowler says:
TO: Fire at the Romulan ship. Target engines only

Host CO Fowler says:
FCO: Keep us out of his range

Host CEO Starks says:
<whispers> *CMO* the captain's a little ...occupied right now, stand by

TO Ryan says:
::Fires a phaser pulse at the Romulans engines::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Romulan evades the fire but is forced to rethink it's run

CMO T`Ryl says:
::returns his look:: Just be ready for wounded everything looks in order

FCO Horn says:
::maneuvers ship for best results while staying out of range CO: yes ma'am

Host CO Fowler says:
CSO: Scan Comm traffic. If we can catch any Romulan transmissions then good

Tomure says:
::Walks to OPS, punches in a few things:: Start monitoring for this subspace signature,  I'll explain later, but it is going to show you all the Romulans.

CNS Solok says:
::Nods:: Aye.

Host CO Fowler says:
::Momentarily turns her back on Tomure::

CMO T`Ryl says:
*CEO*: thank you

FCO Horn says:
::turns ship for another pass::

CSO Ikari says:
CO: Scanning all Comm frequencies in the area.

Host John A says:
ACTION: the engines begin to over heat from the pull of battle conditions

Host CEO Starks says:
CO: we need to slow...now

Host CO Fowler says:
Tomure: You seem pretty sure about that. Just who are you?

FCO Horn says:
CO: engines are beginning to overheat

Host CO Fowler says:
CEO/FCO: Slow down, but keep us out of the Romulans range if you can

TO Ryan says:
::Scans the Romulans for weaknesses::

Host CEO Starks says:
*PO* Lantz increase coolant flow prepare for engine shut down

FCO Horn says:
CO: yes ma'am

Tomure says:
::Walks up to the Capt whispers to her so no others can hear::  You should have read Andy's personal reports.  I am the one who called Stidd out here.

CNS Solok says:
::Looks to the CMO:: CMO: I wonder what is happening/

Host John A says:
ACTION: Again the Romulan moves into weapons range

Host CO Fowler says:
::Looks at 'him':: Tomure: Speaking of Stidd....where is he

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks to the CNS:: CNS: I don't know, but by the lurching of the ship it is not good

FCO Horn says:
::moves ship out of range::

TO Ryan says:
CO: They are in weapons range SIR!

Host CEO Starks says:
FCO: I'll give you 3/4 impulse for now we need to get the impulse chambers cooled down

CSO Ikari says:
::opens up to LRS, specified on the subspace sig given by Tomure::

FCO Horn says:
CEO: acknowleged

Host CO Fowler says:
TO: Fire!

CNS Solok says:
::Feels the ship shudder and raises an eyebrow:: CMO: You may be correct.

TO Ryan says:
::Fires a whole salvo of phasers at the ship's engines::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Warbird is caught in its weakest shield, the Pharaohs guns cut through the ship like butter

Tomure says:
CO: He is in a battle on the planet, but my people are assisting there too.  When you get within communications range you might want to call him.

Host CO Fowler says:
::Still holding onto the 'Big Chair' for support, she watches the screen::

Host CEO Starks says:
Self: Yes!  CTO: Nice shooting Tex

TO Ryan says:
CEO: No Problem, just my job

TO Ryan says:
::Grins::

Host CO Fowler says:
::Glances at Tomure, not sure if she should trust him completely yet:: CSO: Ike, can you get a Comm signal open to the planet?

Tomure says:
CO: And one other thing.  You don’t have to arrest him.  Take him to Vulcan where he will be safe.

Host CO Fowler says:
::Nods at Ryan:: 

CSO Ikari says:
CO:  I'll open one up... I just picked up a Romulan transport ship, using that signature.

Host CO Fowler says:
Tomure: You seem to know quite a bit about us.

CMO T`Ryl says:
CNS: I have a feeling we will be having company if this rocking does not stop ::braces against the rocking::

CSO Ikari says:
::Opens up a Comm to the planet::

Host CO Fowler says:
TO; Target their engines, but don't fire just yet

Host John A says:
ACTION: A static ridden call for assistance is the Comm reply

Tomure says:
CO: Who do you think set up the first contact between Cochran and the Vulcans?

CSO Ikari says:
CO: Did you get that ma'am?

Host CO Fowler says:
CSO: Some of it, Ike. Can you clean it up some more

CNS Solok says:
::Looks to the CMO:: Logical, there are weapons in sick bay, are there not?

TO Ryan says:
::Taps his console::

Host CO Fowler says:
TO: Is your security team ready?

TO Ryan says:
CO: Yes Maam!

OPS Stidd says:
*COMM* This is Ensign Stidd, We are under heavy attack, Can you spare some men?

Host CEO Starks says:
CO: if we let that troop transport start beaming down soldiers to the planet it'll be a blood bath they have a huge crew compliment

Tomure says:
CO: Tell him I am here.

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks back at the CNS:CNS: yes there are.  they are over here:: walks over to a cabinet that holds about 5 Phasers::

Host CO Fowler says:
CSO: Ike tell Stidd that were sending some help

CSO Ikari says:
COM: Planet: Stidd:  The Pharaoh's here.  We'll be sending some help shortly.

TO Ryan says:
CO: At your order, ma'am

Host CO Fowler says:
TO: Get your men and go down there. Don't arrest Stidd, yet. Just get down there, help them fight off the Romulans and report back to me

CNS Solok says:
::Follows her and takes a phaser out, checking the charge:: CMO: Perhaps we should prepare for the worst.

CSO Ikari says:
CO: Jimmy's right ma'am.  We have to take out that transport. It's the best we can help right now.

TO Ryan says:
::Grabs his phaser and grins at CEO:: CEO: Lock and Load... ::runs to the TR and signals his CPOs::

Host CO Fowler says:
::Looks at Tomure with an eyebrow raised:: 

Host CO Fowler says:
Tomure: You did that?

Host CEO Starks says:
CTO: God's speed Mr. Ryan

OPS Stidd says:
*COMM* Understood, Stidd :: Sounds of a blast very close by:: out!

FCO Horn says:
::plots intercept course, just in case::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks at the CNS nodding:: get out a Phaser.....not liking the idea of having to us it:: CNS: perhaps you are right

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Romulan transport breaks orbit and moves away from the Pharaoh and the planet

Host CEO Starks says:
::turns back to panel:: CO: looks like Mr. Stidd is surrounded by the first wave of soldiers we can't let any more down there or not ever Mr. Ryan’s troops will stand a chance

TO Ryan says:
::Beams down to the planet with the CPO's::

Host CO Fowler says:
CEO: Can you cover both stations? ::Indicating both his and Ryans::

CSO Ikari says:
CO/CEO: Romulan transport has broken orbit.

Host CEO Starks says:
CO: aye aye  :: moves to TAC and reconfigures for ENG control ::

TO Ryan says:
@::Appears on the planet, and sets his phaser for heavy stun::

CSO Ikari says:
CO: Scans put Stidd in a science lab on the surface, it's swamped by what is probably Romulan soldiers.

Tomure says:
CO: Amongst other things, I will explain later, Right now, Tell Stidd I am up here with you!!

Host CEO Starks says:
CO: looks like that boat left some of it's troops before it left orbit

Host CO Fowler says:
CSO: Ike, let Stidd know his friend is here

Host CO Fowler says:
CSO/CEO/FCO: Keep it on scanners, and let Mr. Ryan know he’ll have some company

CNS Solok says:
::Nods and looks around:: CMO: Perhaps we should call the bridge and ask for the current status?

CSO Ikari says:
CO: Erm, yes ma'am.  COM: Stidd: The captain wants to let you know that you're uh, friend is here.

CMO T`Ryl says:
::Taps Comm Badge:: *CO*: will you be needing our services?

FCO Horn says:
::moves ship to keep ship on sensors:: CO: yes maam

OPS Stidd says:
*COMM* If you need his help capt., you MUST ask for it.  He cannot do anything with out your request>

Host CEO Starks says:
*CMO* sickbay prepair for wounded from the surface

Host CO Fowler says:
*CMO*: Dr. Meet Mr. Ryan in the TR. Hand out Med kits and be ready for anything

CNS Solok says:
::Looks at T'Ryl:: Go, I'll take care of sickbay.

CMO T`Ryl says:
*CO* we will await their arrival, I will take care of it ::gets the Med kits::

Host CO Fowler says:
Tomure: You can help us if we ask for it?

TO Ryan says:
@::Is outside, under a heavy barrage of fire, trying to bunker down:: CPO: GET DOWN!!  It's suicidal!

Host CEO Starks says:
CO: troop transport slowly moving out of system, Captain

CMO T`Ryl says:
CNS: thank you, ::heads out of SB to the TR::

FCO Horn says:
::punches key pads making minute adjustments to ships position::

Tomure says:
CO: I can.

Host CO Fowler says:
Tomure: Then can you tell us why the Romulans are here?

TO Ryan says:
<CPO>::A CPO gets shot in the shoulder and falls down, and the rest decided to follow the CTO's order::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::arrives in TR, sees Ryan:: TO: here are some med kits

Tomure says:
CO: They wish to control the Guardian of Forever,  But they didn’t know we existed, just as you didn’t.

Host John A says:
ACTION: the Firefight continues on the planet the ground based defenses just holding the Romulans

Host CO Fowler says:
Tomure: But you can't fight them on your own...so thats where we come in?

CMO T`Ryl says:
::keeps one & gives the rest to the others::

TO Ryan says:
@*CO*: We are under HEAVY fire...#####(Break-up)#####...I repeat... WE NEED ASSITANCE!!

CSO Ikari says:
CO: The away team is extremely outnumbered, ma'am.

Host CO Fowler says:
::Hears the Comm:: Tomure: Could you help with that? 

CMO T`Ryl says:
*CTO*: your location so I can beam you some med kits

CNS Solok says:
::Awaits casualties, but hopes his waiting is in vain.::

Tomure says:
::Smiles devilishly:: We could destroy their entire civilization in a heartbeat.  ::Eyes Begin Glowing::

TO Ryan says:
@::Sets his commbadge as a beacon::

Host CO Fowler says:
Tomure: We aren't barbarians. No, just help our people on the planet

TO Ryan says:
@::Shoots a Romulan that jumped into their artillery crater hole::

TO Ryan says:
CPOs: They aren't playing around... Phaser set to kill!

Host John A says:
ACTION: Suddenly the Romulan phasers are silent on the planet

CMO T`Ryl says:
:: sets the Transport to beam the Med kits to Ryan:: *TO*: med. kits are on the way

Host CO Fowler says:
::Watches Tomure, but isn't sure if he has done anything:: CSO: Ike, report

TO Ryan says:
@::Throws a phaser bomb over the crater rim... then notices after the explosion.. silence::

TO Ryan says:
CPO: Stay down... It might be a trap.

TO Ryan says:
*CMO*: Aye

Tomure says:
CO: It is finished, Nancy.  They are gone from the planet, but not harmed.

CSO Ikari says:
CO: Phaser fire has ceased around the SCI lab.

Host CEO Starks says:
CO: Gone! all the Romulans are...gone

CMO T`Ryl says:
*CO*: since I missed the beam down I would like permission to beam down

Host CO Fowler says:
Tomure: Where are they? 

Host CO Fowler says:
*CMO*: Permission granted. You may be needed

OPS Stidd says:
::Stands slowly and looks around at the emptiness.::

TO Ryan says:
@*CMO*: Your choice, I'll let you, but it could get hairy down here...  We have one down...

CMO T`Ryl says:
::decides not to wait for a reply Beams down::

Host CO Fowler says:
::Never taking her eyes off of Tomure::

Host CO Fowler says:
CSO: Ike, can you get through to Stidd?

CSO Ikari says:
CEO/CO: Confirmed, no Romulan lifesigns whatsoever.

Tomure says:
CO: On Romulus, of course, without their prize, they wont be rewarded too well.  That is punishment enough.

CSO Ikari says:
::attempts to hail Stidd::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::taps Ryan on the shoulder startling him:: TO: ok ready

OPS Stidd says:
*COMM* Stidd, here.

TO Ryan says:
@*CO*: What’s happening?  The firing has stopped... ::startled that the CMO is here:: CMO: Oh, hi ::grins::

CSO Ikari says:
CO: Got him Captain.

TO Ryan says:
@::Points at the injured man

OPS Stidd says:
*COMM* All is quiet and thhe Romulans are gone.

Host CO Fowler says:
Comm: Stidd: The Dr and a security team are down there with you. Meet up with them

Host CO Fowler says:
*TO*: our scans show the Romulans are gone. Meet up with Stidd

FCO Horn says:
::head hurts from figuring out what exactly happened, gives up, and pushes buttons on his panel to keep ship in orbit::

OPS Stidd says:
*COMM* Roger, Capt.

TO Ryan says:
CMO: Beam up to the ship with the man, we can cover the rest of this, thanks

CNS Solok says:
::Looks around some more::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@TO: ok thanks:: walks over to the man:: looks at him, hits com::* CO*: I need some people beams directly to SB, have the CNS stand by

Tomure says:
::Whispers to the Captain:: CO: Are you really going to arrest him?

Host CO Fowler says:
CEO: You have the bridge. Tomure: Come with me to the transporter room

Host John A says:
ACTION: The wounded are triaged and await beam up Authorization

CMO T`Ryl says:
@TO: There maybe others,

TO Ryan says:
::Silently, in a Spec Ops fashion, motions the CPO's to go over the rim with him::

Host CEO Starks says:
*CMO* I've got ya locked in doc hold on you and your patients are on your way up

TO Ryan says:
@::nods at the CMO::

TO Ryan says:
@::Approaches a building in this cold planet::

OPS Stidd says:
@::Walks over to the CTO:: CTO: I place myself in your custody.

Host CO Fowler says:
::Goes to the TR. When there she gives the TR tech permission to beam up the casualties::

Host John A says:
<Scientist> CMO\ TO: wait our Medical bay is bigger and undamaged, help us move the wounded!

Host CEO Starks says:
:: energizes transporters and then takes the big chair and taps a few buttons on the CO's panels ::

TO Ryan says:
@::Flashes the Phaser light in the OPS eyes:: OPS: You are not yet in custody, but you can come with us...

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::hears the SCI,:: *CO* wait on that beam up please, we have been asked to stay

Host CO Fowler says:
*OPS*: Stidd please beam up to the ship. Just you

Host CO Fowler says:
*CMO*: Do you need any equipment, Dr?

TO Ryan says:
::nods at the OPS:: CO: One OPS, beaming up

TO Ryan says:
::grins::

OPS Stidd says:
*COMM* Understood.

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::Goes over to the Scientist:: Sci: were is it?

CMO T`Ryl says:
@SCI: will we need more supplies?

TO Ryan says:
::After the Beam-up of the OPS, he walks over to the CMO::

Host CO Fowler says:
Tomure: Once he beams up we'll talk in private. 

OPS Stidd says:
::Beams up to the ship::

Tomure says:
CO: Very well.

Host CO Fowler says:
::Sees him looking at her::

TO Ryan says:
@::Grins:: CMO: Know a little bit of first aid, need some help?

CMO T`Ryl says:
@*CO*: yes please send more, I rather have to much

Host John A says:
<Scientist> CMO: This way,: points to a door:: we can beam direct from there..

OPS Stidd says:
::Goes to the bridge:: CO: You wish to see me ma'am?

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::follows the Scientist:: TO: yes any help you can give

Host CO Fowler says:
*MED*: Dr Jacobs is on the planet, beam her any supplies she may need

Host CEO Starks says:
CSO: Ike take the bridge I'll be in the engine pit going over any repairs

Host John A says:
<Scientist> :: runs into a building, seconds later the wounded begin to vanish off the battlefield

Host John A says:
::

CMO T`Ryl says:
<MED>*CO*: will do ma'am

Host CO Fowler says:
OPS: Stidd. Some adventure you have had. Follow me

CNS Solok says:
*CO*: Aye

TO Ryan says:
@::Opens a pack, grabs tricorder and a dermal regenerator and heads for an injured scientist::

Host CO Fowler says:
::Leads the way to a somewhat private corridor::

CSO Ikari says:
::stands up:: CEO: Erm, yeah.  Ok Jimmy.

OPS Stidd says:
CO:yes ma'am

OPS Stidd says:
::follows CO::\

Host CEO Starks says:
::pats Shinji on the shoulder and leaves the bridge for the engine pitt ::

Tomure says:
::Follows Stidd and CO::

Host CO Fowler says:
Stidd/Tomure: ok. I won't place Stidd under arrest, just yet. Tell me what went on here

CSO Ikari says:
::stays at OPS::

TO Ryan says:
@::Begins to bandage and heal scientists with what experience he has::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::looks over the injured, to looks for the more seriously wounded first:: TO: over here

Tomure says:
::Looks at Stidd::

Host CO Fowler says:
::Gives both Stidd and Tomure a look that could wither most living things::

TO Ryan says:
@ CMO: We need to beam these people up, the EMH can help you...

OPS Stidd says:
It is a long story, Ma'am but the brief of it is that Tomure Has told me where my son is and I am sure that with SF help We can help him.

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::works on the wounded:: *CO*: we need to prepare for about 15 more injured

TO Ryan says:
@ CMO: At least send some up some for the EMH to handle, and we can handle the rest.

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::looks at the TO::TO: the others can be treated here

Host CO Fowler says:
::Nods:: Tomure: You said that Stidd would be safe on Vulcan, I'll take your word on that. For now

Tomure says:
CO: Nancy, his son is trapped in time, it will take the Federation scientists to get him back.

TO Ryan says:
@ CMO: The not so serious ones can stay here and get patched up.

TO Ryan says:
@ CMO: Give the order for transport.

Host CO Fowler says:
Tomure: And what are you going to do? 

OPS Stidd says:
CO: That is most illogical Ma'am.

Host CO Fowler says:
OPS: What is illogical, Stidd? It seems that this whole thing is illogical

CMO T`Ryl says:
@*CO* I really need to beam 15 people out of here we have to make the room

Host CO Fowler says:
*CMO*: Beam them to the cargo bay, Dr.

Tomure says:
I have helped him as far as it is permitted.  You should be receiving new orders shortly reversing the arrest order.

CMO T`Ryl says:
*CO*: aye ma'am

Host CO Fowler says:
::Glances at Tomure and Stidd:: Stidd: Is he always this vague?

TO Ryan says:
@ CMO: Lets go... ::motions the two healthy CPOS::

OPS Stidd says:
::Looks at Tomure with puzzlement:: Sometimes, yes.

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::beams up to the cargo bay with the wounded::

TO Ryan says:
@::Taps his commbadge:: 4 too beam up...

FCO Horn says:
ALL: Federation ship on long range sensors

Host CO Fowler says:
::Shakes her head:: Stidd/Tomure: I don't claim to understand everything in our universe. Tomure: Thank you for not wiping out the Romulans. Also thanks for helping my people

Tomure says:
I have been to the Federation and informed them that Stidd was invited by me, a representative of this world.  He is no longer to be placed under arrest.

TO Ryan says:
::Appears on the cargo bay, and motions the CPOs to come him later for debriefing, then heads for the Bridge::

OPS Stidd says:
Self: Fascinating.

Host CO Fowler says:
OPS: Well Lt. lets go to the bridge. Tomure: Thank you once again

CSO Ikari says:
*CMO*: We've got another Federation ship coming.  They'll be able to take the rest of the wounded off your hands.

TO Ryan says:
::Is at TAC again, waiting for the CO::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::stays with the wounded seeing to there care:: *CSO*: good

Host CO Fowler says:
*CSO*: Ike let the Dr know 

Tomure says:
::nods, Waves his hand and in a flash of light is gone::

Host CO Fowler says:
Stidd: He looks like a Q

OPS Stidd says:
::Looks at co:: CO: Ma'am?

Host John A says:
****** END Pharaoh Mission**********


